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17-9-2011 · Shisha or hookah smoking involves a water pipe that has a bowl, smoke chamber
and hose. A special type of tobacco is burned inside the chamber, and. What are the risks of
tobacco ? First time smokers often feel sick and dizzy. Smoking tobacco has lots of immediate
effects such as making your clothes and hair smell.
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smoking tobacco and the nicotine in it causes. It might not be noticeable now but the harmful
chemicals are already slowly damaging certain . Shisha tobacco contains fruit, so it is healthier
than does not burn the lungs, so it is not unhealthy. TRUTH #2:. Apr 17, 2014. Though I can
assume it is not without its shortcomings, is it still healthier then regular tobacco products, .
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The information about the effects of Shisha in the body had been written and read by many. But
people want to read more about this sensational Shisha .
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26-5-2016 · Shisha and Cigarette Smoking. In contrast to cigarette smoking, there is a severe
lack of education on smoking shisha and a great deal of misleading. 17-9-2011 · Shisha or
hookah smoking involves a water pipe that has a bowl, smoke chamber and hose. A special type
of tobacco is burned inside the chamber, and.
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"shisha" which does not necessarily contain tobacco or nicotine.
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Of course it doesn't have any tar. Tobacco itself does not contain tar – tar is created when
tobacco burns. Although . Does Shisha contain more harmful substance than cigarette smoking?.
A Shisha smoker is still smoking tobacco and the nicotine in it causes. It might not be noticeable
now but the harmful chemicals are already slowly damaging certain . Jan 13, 2016. (Some
hookah users smoke flavored "shisha" which does not necessarily contain tobacco or nicotine.
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